





M ay 2 2 -2 3 , 1959
“The Climax of the 
High School Year”
Price: SO cents
E T F p  5 3 r d  '  
' f  NTERSCHOLASTIC
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The Interscholastic Committee
C. F. HERTLER, General Chairman
Edward S. Chinske................................................................ Manager of Athletics
V. M. Gilbert and G. H. Millis.............................................................. Ticket Sales
Earl C. Lory and R. A. Diettert............................................................ Entry Blanks
Andrew C. Cogswell and Tom Monahan.......... Entertainment of Men, Counselor
Maurine Clow ................................................................ Entertainment of Women
Louis M. Sirois ................ :...............................    Declamation
Ralph Y. McGinnis....Debate, Original Oratory and Extemporaneous Speaking
G. H. Mills .........................................................................................Transportation
Bob Gilluly .........................................................................Publicity and Program
Firman H. (Bo) Brown......................................................................... Little Theater
Richard G arver.............................................................................................Editorial Association
Vince V. W ilson........................................................................    Tennis
John L. Lester..................................................................................................... Golf
J. W. H ow ard.................................... J...................... .—... ...............  Consultant
Meyer Chessin and John L. Wailes..................................................... Gatekeepers
William Myers and T. G. Ostrom..................................................... Head Scorers
STUDENT MEMBERS
Doug W old ..................................... Bear Paws
Willie G ough.................................Spurs
Paul Fry ............. Publicity-Travel
Mike Linn...............................Traditions Board
General Chairman Charles Hertler 
with the 1959 trophies.
S t a t e  o f  Mo n t a n a
O f f i c e  o f  t h e  G o v e r n o r  
H e l e n a
Dear Interscholastic Fans:
Welcome to the climax of the high school year. This is the time each year 
when competitors from high schools throughout Montana gather on the campus 
of Montana State University to take part in track and field, golf, tennis, debate, 
extemporaneous speech, declamation, original oratory, drama and school pub­
lication competition.
All of us in Montana can be proud of this Interscholastic meet, which is 
more than just another athletic event. It has grown from 19 schools and 100 
competitors in 1904 to an expected thousand participants from 125 schools in 
Montana this year at the 53rd Interscholastic.
Such competition among our youth is part of our American way of life. 
I hope many Montanans will be at Domblaser field and elsewhere on the 
MSU campus this weekend watching the events. I wish I could join you. 






6:30 a.m.—Boys' Goli. All contestants meet in front of 
the Lodge for transportation to Missoula 
Country Club course.
7:30 a.m.—Girls' Golf—All contestants meet in front of 
the Lodge for transportation to Missoula 
Country Club course.
8:00 a.m.—Boys' Tennis. All participants report to 
Men's Gymnasium.
8:00 a.m.—Extemporaneous Speaking. Drawings for 
topics in Liberal Arts Lounge.
8:00 a.m.—Original Oratory. Round I. Assignments in 
Liberal Arts Lounge.
8:00 a.m.—Declamation. Meeting of all contestants in 
Liberal Arts Room 104. Round I will follow 
meeting.
8:00 a.m.—Little Theater Festival. University Theater 
and Masquer Theater.
8:30 a.m.—Boys* Tennis. Singles and doubels. Univer­
sity Courts.
8:30 a.m.—Girls' Tennis. All contestants report to 
Women's Center.
9:00 a.m.—Girls' Tennis. Singles and doubles. Univer­
sity Courts.
9:00 a.m.—Meeting of athletic representatives of all 
schools at Men's Gym for • distribution of 
contestant numbers.
9:00 a.m.—Original Oratory. Round II.
9:00 a.m.—Extemporaneous Speaking. Round I.
9:00 a.m.—Interscohlastic Editorial Association. Journal­
ism Building.
10:00 a.m.—Debate. Round I. Assignments in Liberal 
Arts Lounge.
10:00 a.m.—Declamation. Round II.
11:00 a.m.—Original Oratory. Round III (semi-finals).
1:00 p.m.—Debate. Round II.
1:00 p.m.—ROTC Review.
1:10 p.m.—Track and Field Meet. Parade of Athletes 
at Domblaser Field. (See program of events, 
page 11).
1:30 p.m.—Little Theater FestivaL University Theater 
and Masquer Theater.
2:00 p.m.—Extemporaneous Speaking. Drawing for 
topics in Liberal Arts Lounge.
2:00 p.m.—Declamation. Round III.
3:00 p.m.—Extemporaneous Speaking. Round II.
4:00 p.m.—Debate. Round III.
7:15 p.m.—Singing on the Steps. University Hall.
8:00 p.m.—Declamation and Original Oratory. Finals. 
University Theater.
SATURDAY, MAY 23
6:30 a.m.—Boys' Golf. All contestants meet in front of 
the Lodge for transportation to Missoula 
Country Club course.
7:30 a.m.—Girls' Golf. All contestants meet in front of 
the Lodge for transportation to Missoula 
Country Club course.
8:00 a.m.—Boys' Tennis. All participants report to 
Men's Gymnasium.
8:00 a.m.—Girls' Tennis. All participants report to 
Women's Center.
8:00 a.m.—Debate. Round IV.
8:00 a.m. Little Theater Festival. University Theater 
and Masquer Theater.
8:30 a.m.—Boys' Tennis. Singles and doubles. Uni­
versity Courts.
9:00 a.m.—Girls' Tennis. Singles and doubles. Uni­
versity Courts.
9:00 a.m.—Extemporaneous Speaking. Drawing for 
topics in Liberal Arts Lounge.
10:00 a.m.—Extemporaneous Speaking. Round III.
10:30 a.m.—Debate. Round V (quarter-finals).
12:00 Noon—Luncheon Meeting of teachers of English, 
Drama and Speech.
1:15 p.m.—Track and Field Meet. Finals.
1:30 p.m.—Little Theater FestivaL University Theater 
and Masquer Theater.
1:30 p.m.—Debate. Semi-finals.
2:00 p.m.—Extemporaneous Speaking. Drawing for 
topics in Liberal Arts Lounge.
3:00 p.m.—Extemporaneous Speaking. Finals.
4:30 p.m.—Debate. Finals.
8:00 p.m. Little Theater FestivaL University Theater.
8:00 p.m.—Awarding of Prizes. University Theater.
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Speech Events
Sweepstakes Winner, 1958: Sacred Heart 
Academy, Missoula.
A trophy is awarded by the Montana High 
School Association to the school scoring the great­
est number of points in all events.
Declamation
Finalists for 1958: Oratorical. 1st—Tom Pauly, 
Loyola of Missoula. 2nd—Ed Gleason, Lima. 3rd 
—James Gedley, Billings Senior.
Dramatic, 1st—Sue McDonald, Sacred Heart of 
Missoula. 2nd—Colleen Flynn, Sacred Heart of 
Missoula. 3rd—Cordelia Brown, Helena.
Humorous, 1st — Patricia Pazzini, Great Falls 
Central. 2nd—James Ingwalson, Chinook. 3rd 




Dorothea Polly ............................What Is America?
Forsyth H. S., Forsyth
Nola Beth P ust......................................... I Know Joe
Dawson C. H. S., Glendive
Shirley Ann G ress ............ I Speak for Democracy
Forsyth H. S., Forsyth
Stanley Torvik................................ ...........................
Fairview H. S., Fairview
Greg Osborn ......... ......... ............................ .............
Sidney H. S., Sidney
DISTRICT II
Jim G idley..................................................The Rope
Billings S. H. S., Billings
Rozy Cochrane..........................The Image of God




Red Lodge H. S., Red Lodge
DISTRICT III
Larry Fasbender..........................Before You Strike
Great Falls Central, Great Falls
Jo Anne M oore........................ Forever a  Stranger
Choteau H. S., Choteau
Robert K eene........................ Today and Tomorrow
Great Falls Central, Great Falls
Chandler Sw anberg................ American Tragedy
Great Falls Public, Great Falls
Dennis Robero.........................So Grows the Tree
Great Falls Public, Great Falls
DISTRICT IV
Raleigh Curtis....Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death 
Butte Public H. S., Butte
Darlene Brum......................................................
.........Must We Always Be a  Lost Generation?
Girls' Vocational, Helena
Mary Ann V eazey...........The Knapp Murder Case
Butte Central (Girls), Butte
Carolyn W entz..............................The Young South
Girls' Vocational, Helena
Stewart Miller.......... In Defense of the Constitution
Lima H. S., Lima
DISTRICT V
Kay Neff .......................................................... Ropes
Sacred Heart, Missoula
Mary Lou R iley................................Lest We Forget
Sacred Heart, Missoula
Bonnie Viehman.......Where Can We Find Beauty?
Poison H. S., Poison
Tom Buck................................................... Abraham Lincoln
Loyola, Missoula
Delores S ag e r ..........................Who Is Delinquent?
Corvallis H. S., Corvallis
Spsahim^ fisucoJudA. . .
We are proud of our stock of current, standard and pop records . . . one of the largest in the North­
west. You'll get personalized attention for all your record needs.
Naturally • • • k b a k e r 's
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310 N. Higgins Phone LI 9-4165
Dramatic Declamation Humorous Declamation
Name School Title
DISTRICT I
Pat Wester ........................................................John Brown's Body
Dawson C. H. S., Glendive
Donna N iles................................................The Dance of the Cobra
Custer H. S., Miles City
Ann Gucker ........................................................
Glasgow H. S., Glasgow
Carol Larimer ................................................The Glass Menagerie
Dawson C. H. S., Glendive
Beverly Aswood ................................................
Glasgow H. S., Glasgow 
DISTRICT II
Judith Williams ........................    The Medea
Billings Sr. H., Billings
Laughlin M aclean............................................................. Saint Joan
Billings Sr. H., Billings
Janice W ag n e r.......... ..... . ........,.............................
Red Lodge H. S.( Red Lodge
Karen Groshelle ............................................................The Blue Cup
Laurel H. S., Laurel
Ruthann Lundberg .............................................   Cataracts
Hardin H. S., Hardin
DISTRICT III
Patty Semans ..... — ............   Our Town
Havre C. H. S., Havre
Robert D ew ey.......... .....................................Thirty Pieces of Silver
Great Falls Central, Great Falls
Sue Wilson ...................    Go Down. Death
Havre H. S., Havre
Corinne Yardley — .......................................Into a  Better Kingdom
Great Falls Central, Great Falls
Linda W hipple..............................................................Manslaughter
Choteau H. S., Choteau
DISTRICT IV
Steve G ood ........ — .................................................. The Last Hour
Butte Boys' Central, Butte
Ed Gleason ...........—............................ — ..................... The Raven
Lima H. S.. Lima
Dana Anderson.....................  The Button
Beaverhead H. S., Dillon
Kay Erickson ................................................Not the Nervous Type
Butte Girls' Central, Butte
Marie Sullivan .....    Hagar
Butte Girls' Central, Butte 
DISTRICT V
Colleen F ly n n ------- -------- -----Recognition Scene from Anastaia
Sacred Heart, Missoula
Judy Hove .........................   The Snow Looks Awful Pretty
Poison H. S., Poison
Sue Lind .......       Yellow
Poison H. S., Poison
Leo Job —............. .................................................... ......I W as Alone
Loyola, Missoula 
Carol Dillon.......... ..... —.......................................Riders to the Sea









Forsyth H. S., Forsyth
Glasgow H. S., Glasgow
Fairview H. S., Fairview
Sidney H. S., Sidney
..........................................The Immortal Bard
Forsyth H. S., Forsyth
DISTRICT II
Rosann Sheridan ........................................................Auntie Mamie
Billings S. H. S., Billings
Charlotte Trott ....................  Arsenic & Old Lace
Billings S. H. S., Billings
Sharon H a y es ....................      ;...... . .............
Red Lodge H. S., Red Lodge
W anda Buettner............. ............................... ...... ....................
Red Lodge H. S., Red Lodge
Linda Benzel ................................................At the Declam Contest
Hardin H. S., Hardin
DISTRICT III
Robert D ew ey....................................................Cyrano De Bergerac
Great Falls Central, Great Falls
Daryl S an d e .................................................................... Baumgartner
Havre C. H. S., Havre
John Stafford!........................................................................Symptoms
Great Falls Public, Great Falls
Dave McPherson ..........................................No Time for Sergeants
Chinook H. S., Chinook
Jeri Lou Armstrong ....................................... The Word Is Trouble
Choteau H. S.. Choteau
DISTRICT IV
Nancy B row n.......................  Hiram Blows In
Butte Public H. S., Butte
Ed Gleason ............................................Speech Judge's Nightmare
Lima H. S., Lima
Gale Golubin........................................................Birds of a  Feather
Butte Public H. S., Butte
Carol Flanagan ................................................Father of the Bride
Girls' Vocational H. S., Helena
Jim Hopkins ............................................................A Tale of Chem.
Helena S. H. S., Helena
DISTRICT V
Frank Schultz.... ...............  — ... ............... Exit, the Big Bad Wolf
Loyola, Missoula
Mike Green ....   To Be or Not to Be
Missoula C. H. S., Missoula
Pat B ird....... ................................................Alice Scraps Her Slang
Poison H. S., Poison
Delores Sager ...............    My Fair Lady
Corvallis H. S., Corvallis
Dick Dunton ....................................................................Little Brother
Loyola, Missoula
"A Good Start" in Life is as important as in track . . . start a  Life Insurance and Savings Program
Early. Ask your local agent
NORTHWESTERN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
THE PRESTON AGENCY
W. G. PRESTON, Manager HAROLD ROSE, Associate Manager
1 DISTRICT OFFICES
BILLINGS GREAT FALLS MISSOULA
H. E. KOONTZ, District Mgr. M. J. BRYANT, District Mgr. HENRY L. ZAHN, District Mgr.
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Debate
Winners lor 1958: 1st—Dan Johnson, Gary Crane, Boze­
man; 2nd—Brenda Schwartz, Glen Thurow, Anaconda; 3rd (tie) 
—Charles Davis, Eugene Marans, Butte Public, and Nancy 
Good, Sharon Colton, Sacred Heart of Missoula.
Question for 1959: "Resolved: That the United States 





Dennis Harlowe ..................................... Custer H. S., Miles City
Dick Stephenson .........................................Custer H. S., Miles City
.....— ............................................ Sidney H. S., Sidney
Larry L aFondy...................................... Dawson C. H. S., Glendive
Wilfred Legato ...................................... Dawson C. H. S., Glendive
—...........- .........................................................Opheim H. S., Opheim
Jim Richard .................................................Custer H. S., Miles City
George Rergess ........................................ Custer H. S., Miles City
DISTRICT II
Jack H enderson.................................... Fergus C. H. S., Lewistown
Ted Manuel ........................................ Fergus C. H. S., Lewistown
Andrea Hagen .........................................Billings Sr. H. S., Billings
Carol Johnson ...........................................Billings Sr. H. S., Billings
....................................................................... Billings Central, Billings
DISTRICT III
Frank G ilfeather.......................... Great Falls Public, Great Falls
Jim Bowers ................................... Great Falls Public, Great Falls
Jim P ierson.................................... Great Falls Central, Great Falls
Jack M u d d .................................... Great Falls Central, Great Falls
Karen Upshaw .............................................Chinook High, Chinook
Connie H arbo lt.............................................Chinook High, Chinook
Joe Almas ...................................................Havre Central H., Havre
George A ntunes........................................ Havre Central H., Havre
Lanore Larson ............................................ Choteau H. S., Choteau
Kay Ferris ...................................................Choteau H. S., Choteau
Del Coolidge .....................................................Shelby H. S., Shelby
Ronnie R an d all........................................ Shelby H. S., Shelby
DISTRICT IV
Ernest Neff .................................................Bozeman H. S., Bozeman
Jane Howard .............................................Bozeman H. S., Bozeman
Myron Hood .....................................................Helena H. S., Helena
Charlene Holland .......................................... Helena H. S., Helena
Mary Kay Hardesty .................................... Rosary H. S., Bozeman
Karen K irw an.................................................Rosary H. S., Bozeman
Elena Barnwell .................................... Anaconda H. S., Anaconda
Chas. Robinson.................................... Anaconda H. S., Anaconda
Diane S h in er.............................................Butte Girls' Central. Butte
Michelle Boyle ...................................... Butte Girls' Central, Butte
J. G erag h ty ...............................................Butte Boys' Central, Butte
N. Larsen .................................................Butte Boys' Central, Butte
Paul Bramsman .................................. Beaverhead C. H. S., PiUon
Greg Bums .......................................... Beaverhead C. H. S., Dillon
Helen Brook ............................................ Whitehall H. S., Whitehall
Carrol A lle y .............................................Whitehall H. S., Whitehall
DISTRICT V
Kay N eff.........................................................Sacred Heart, Missoula
Juliette Deschamps ..........................  Sacred Heart, Missoula
Mike Dick ................................................................ Loyola, Missoula
John Pauly .............................................................. Loyola, Missoula
John B utler............................................ Missoula C. H. S., Missoula
Kirk B u is.................................................Missoula C. H. S., Missoula
Ed Measure ........................................ Flathead C. H. S., Kalispell
Bill Sweetland ...................................... Flathead C. H. S., Kalispell-
Original Oratory
Winners lor 1958: 1st—Thomas Pauly, Loyola of Missoula. 







Sidney H. S., Sidney
Title
Mariellen McDonald ..................................................... Individualism
Dawson C. H. S., Glendive
Nancy Brooks ......................... ..............................................................
Custer C. H. S., Miles City
Carol Mormon ................................................      ..........
Sidney H. S., Sidney
Ann Hanson ....................    ................ ......................................
Glasgow H. S., Glasgow
DISTRICT II
Dick Leone    ....................................................     ...
Billings Central, Billings
Bettie Pallette ................................................. .............................. .
Billings Sr. H. S., Billings
Mona Lissa .................................................................The High Road
Billings Sr. H. S., Billings
Charles B urg .............................. ......................... .......... .........................
Billings Central, Billings
DISTRICT III
Corinne Yardley ........................................ When the Dawn Breaks
Great Falls Central, Great Falls
Linda Kammerzell ...................................         .....
Chester H. S., Chester
Kathy Johnson ......................................................         .....
Choteau H. S., Choteau
Dave W eber .................................................T. R., Man of Freedom
Great Falls Public, Great Falls
Larry Fasbender .......................................................Any Time Now
Great Falls Central, Great Falls
DISTRICT IV
Frank Seitz ...................................... The Most Forgotten American
Rosary H. S., Bozeman
Dick M oney ..........The Challenge of America in the Space Age
Butte Boys Central, Butte
Ernest Neff ................................Public Apathy and Salk Vaccine
Bozeman Sr. H. S., Bozeman
Dolores Balkovetz ..... America's Patron Saint of Common Sense
Butte Central (Girls), Butte
Jack G r a y ...................................................................  Be Yourself
Manhattan Chr. H., Manhattan
DISTRICT V
Rodney Trenary ................................................................... Narcotics
Loyola H. S., Missoula
Patrick Campbell ........................................... .......
....................The Future of America is the Youth of America
Loyola H. S., Missoula
Karen Buescher .................................... Builders of Moral Tragedy
Sacred Heart, Missoula
Juliette Deschamps ................................. .The Voice of Democracy
Sacred Heart, Missoula
Janice Drexel .....................................................Thou Shalt Not Kill
Missoula C. H. S., Missoula
MELLO-TENDER MEATS...
“  Quality Makes the Difference"
JOHN R. DAILY, Inc.
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Extemporaneous Speaking
Winners for 1958: 1st—Eugene Morans,
Butte Public. 2nd—Jim Bowers, Great Falls. 





Dick Stephenson.......Custer H. S., Miles City
Larry; Lafond.......Dawson C. H. S., Glendive
Wilfred Legato ....Dawson C. H. S., Glendive
Dennis Harlowe.......Custer H. S., Miles City
Elaine Butka..................Sidney H. S., Sidney
DISTRICT II
Wenda W ardell.......Billings S. H. S., Billings
Bob T oan.................Billings S. H. S., Billings
Pat Sullivan............ Billings Central, Billings
Lucy Bielefeld..........Billings Central, Billings
DISTRICT III
Jim Bowers.....Great Falls Public, Great Falls
Lynne Jacques..Great Falls Cent., Great Falls
Alan Naslund......... Chinook H. S., Chinook
Robert Broskotter....Great Falls C., Great Falls 
Dave Weber ....Great Falls Pub., Great Falls
DISTRICT IV
Ward Whitt.........Bozeman S. H. S., Bozeman
Sharon Smith.............. Butte C. (Girls), Butte
Mike N ash ......................Rosary H., Bozeman
David Swingle ....Bozeman S. H. S., Bozeman 
Lovel Sjoblom.......Butte Cent. (Girls), Butte
DISTRICT V
Mary Lou Pengelly....Sacred Heart, Missoula 
Howard Sorros....Missoula C. H. S., Missoula 
Jerry Cunningham..Missoula C.H.S., Missoula
Gene Longpre......................Loyola, Missoula
Rita Beck..................Sacred Heart, Missoula
See the World’s Largest Fishing 
Tackle Board!
Thousands of Items to Choose 
from!
BOB WARD & SONS
321 N. Higgins
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Familiar Landmarks on Campus
(Left)
One of the most unique build­
ings on campus is the Music 
School building, constructed in 
the shape of a  baby grand piano.
(Left)
Probably the busiest building 
at the University is Liberal Arts, 
where daily classes in English. 
History. Psychology, Sociology. 
Political Science, Speech and 
Drama are held.
(Left)
MSU's new nine-hole golf 
course, completed last summer, 
is another answer to the recrea­
tional needs of University stu­
dents and townspeople.
Easily the outstanding symbol of Montana State University is Main Hall, the 
first building constructed on campus (in 1897) and has since been a  well-known land­
mark to nearly 25.000 MSU students.
TOWN HOUSE RESTAURANT
114 West Main Missoula. Montana
"HOUSE OF FINE FOODS" 
Welcomes you to dine in
Missoula's Newest and Most Modern Restaurant
Featuring
BREAKFAST LUNCHEON DINNERS
Steaks cooked to your liking on our "CharGlo Broiler"
U. S. Choice Prime Rib of Beef Served Daily
—  7 —






Mike Anderson, Gypo Nolan, "The In­
former," Havre High School.
Best Actress —
Sandi Lehne, Emily Winthrop, "High Win­
dow," Custer County High School.
Best Character Actor—
Lear Keller, Pa Griggs, "—But Not Good­
bye," Havre Central.
Best Character Actress—
Kay Krusee, Lady Bracknell, "The Im­
portance of Being Earnest," Glasgow 
High School.
Best Bit Actor—
Ronnie Johnson, Merriman, "The Import­
ance of Being Earnest," Glasgow High 
School.
Best Bit Actress—
Susan Stevenson for Her Daughter in 





Bruce Jacobsen for Henry Higgins in 
"Pygmalion," Bozeman Senior High 
School.
Best Actress—
Ann Dunbar for Eliza Doolittle in "Pyg­
malion," Bozeman Senior High School.
Best Character Actor—
Tim Dudley for Alfred Doolittle in "Pyg­
malion," Bozeman High School.
Best Character Actress—
Sue McDonald for Riga in "Gray Bread," 
Sacred Heart, Missoula.
Best Bit Actor—
John Wrzesinski for Charlie in "Hope Is a  
Thing With Feathers," Ryegate High 
School.
Best Bit Actress—
Carol Dillon for Edna in "Death of the 
Hired Man," Missoula County High 
School.
The Little Theater Festival is scheduled 
for two days this year: Friday, May 22, and 
Saturday, May 23. Two theaters, both on 
campus — the University Theater and the 
Masquer Theater — will be used to accom­
modate the productions. Plays will run con­
currently in both theaters beginning at 8 
a.m., Friday, May 22.
One-act plays or cuttings from longer 
plays, neither exceeding 35 minutes in play­
ing time nor being less than 20 minutes and 
involving not more than one set of scenery, 
may be entered. Adjudicators will comment 
on all Festival entrants. One play from each 
theater will be selected for presentation at 
the evening Little Theater Festival program 
on Saturday, May 23, at 8 p.m. in the Univer­
sity Theater. Plays will be selected by the 
adjudicators on the basis of imagination, ex­
cellence of acting and general quality of pro­
duction. Identical medals will be awarded 
in each theater for best actor, best actress, 
best supporting actor, best supporting actress, 
best bit actor and best bit actress.
THE FLORENCE • . . Missoula
America's Finest Motor Hotel
THE HOTEL WITH AN IDEAL 
The Florence was conceived with the idea of providing Missoula and Western Montana with not 
just an ordinary hotel, but an outstanding one with high standards of operation. The recent fine ad­
dition—the New Motor Entrance and Pigeon Hole Garage—clearly indicate that the original concept 
is still the guiding influence. Seasoned travelers are amazed at the fine facilities—both guest 
room and dining that are available. Make use of them—-you also can enjoy the luxury of an out­
standing hotel.
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1959 Little Theatre Festival .
Schedule of Performances 
Friday and Saturday. May 22 and 23, 1959
MASQUER THEATER
Firman H. (Bo) Brown, Jr.,
Acting Chairman, MSU Dept, of Drama, 
Adjudicator
Friday
8:30 a.m.—Girls' Central (Butte), "Everyman,'' 
Sister Margaret Marie, director.
9:30 a.m.—Custer County High School, Miles 
City, "The Try sting Place," Mr. 
Eugene Hunton, director.
10:30 a.m.—Columbia Falls High School, "Julius 
Caesar," Mr. Francis H. Fitzpatrick, 
director.
11:30 a.m.—Whitefish High School, "High Win­
dow," Miss Minnie Paugh, director.
1:30 p.m.—Havre High School, "Imaginary In­
valid," Betty R. Browne, director.
2:30 p.m.—Sweet Grass County High School, Big 
Timber, "When the Fire Dies," Mr. 
Mervin A. Wertz, director.
Saturday
9:30 a.m.—Anaconda High School, "The Happy 
Journey to Camden and Trenton," Mr. 
John R. Dochan, director.
10:30 a.m.—Missoula County High School, "The 
Shoemaker's Wife," Mr. Dave An­
drews, director.
11:30 a.m.—Sacred Heart Academy, Missoula, 
"Anastasia," recognition scene, Sister 
Mary Joanna, director.
1:30 p.m.—-Whitehall High School, "Echo," Mr. 
Glen Andrews, director.
2:30 p.m.—Glasgow High School, "Jane Eyre," 
Mr. William Deming, director.
UNIVERSITY THEATER
Charles M. Billings, Montana 
State College Theater, Adjudicator
Friday
9:00 a.m.—Hamilton High School, "Aria de 
Capo," Miss Sally Bohac, director.
10:00 a.m.—Conrad High School, "The Apollo of 
Bellac," Mr. Bruce Cusker, director.
11:00 a.m.—Sunburst High School, "The Valiant," 
Mr. Newt Buker, director.
1:00 p.m.—Beaverhead County High School, Dil­
lon, "The Running Tide," Mr. J. B. 
Michalson, director.
2:00 p.m.—Billings Senior High School, "Cracked 
Ice," Mr. Frederick K. Miller, director.
3:00 p.m.—Great Falls High School, "The Storm," 
Mr. Jack E. Sjostrom, director.
Saturday
9:00 a.m.—Shelby High School, "Bull in a  China 
Shop," Ella Ortner, director.
10:00 a.m.—Loyola High School, Missoula, "Tea­
house of the August Moon," Mr. Greif, 
director.
11:00 a.m.—Helena Senior High School, "Dark of 
the Moon," Mrs. Doris Marshall, di­
rector.
2:00 p.m.—Butte High School, "The Forgotten 
Man," Helen B. McGregor, director.
TWO CHAMPIONS AT
THE HOUSE OF HEINRICH
Fresh Flowers Distinctive Jewelry
132 N. Higgins
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Scenes of MSU and the Interscholastic ...
A new feature of Interscholastic tennis com­
petition this year will be utilization of both the 
University and the Missoula County high 
school courts.
A general view of the track session at Inter­
scholastic.
Many hours of hard work on the part of University fraternities and 
sororities are evident in the unique house decorations every year at In­
terscholastic.
Some 75 Montana high school divot men and women will 
compete on the University golf course this weekend.
—  10 —
Interscholastic Editorial Association
ALL-STATE RATINGS FOR 1958:
The Nugget, Helena Senior high school; 
Hawk Tawk, Bozeman Senior high school; 
Konah, Missoula County high school; Laurel 
Leaves, Laurel high school; Cone-Let, Sacred 
Heart Academy, Missoula; Rosarian, Rosary 
high school, Bozeman; Sun River Valley Suc­
cess, Simms high school; Columbus Hi-Lite, 
Columbus high school; Evergreen, Lincoln 
County high school, Eureka; Headwaters, 
Three Forks high school; Bridger Scout, Bridg- 
er high school; Bear Paw, Box Elder high 
school; Mission Bells, Mission high school, 
Hays; Static, Ennis high school; Jolitana, 
Joliet high school; Shovel, Colstrip high 
school; Cougar, Custer high school; Bulldog, 
Bainville high school; and Pony Express, 
Paris Gibson Junior high school, Great Falls.
Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism 
fraternity, will award six trophies for writing 
in three divisions; news feature, editorial 
and sports. Individual trophies will be 
awarded to contestants placing first in each 
division, and larger traveling trophies will 
be awarded to the schools from which the 
winning writers are delegates. A school win­
ning one of these trophies three times will 
gain permanent possession.
Theta Sigma Phi, professional journalism 
fraternity for women, will make two "out­
standing journalist awards" to the girls se­
lected for having shown most notable 
achievements in scholarship, journalism 
activities and other high school activities. 
Nominees will be selected by high school 
publication staffs and advisers.
The Montana Interscholastic Editorial As­
sociation will meet in the Journalism building
at 9 a.m. Friday. Each member school is 
entitled to two voting delegates. Delegates 
must be listed on the school's entry blank 
(see page 4).
Annual newspaper ratings will be an­
nounced at the close of the Friday morning 
session. Awards in this contest will be made 
upon the basis of the following classifica­
tions:
Class A — Printed publications from 
schools with enrollments of 500 or more.
Class B — Printed publications from 
schools with enrollments between 250 and 
500.
Class C — Printed publications from 
schools with enrollments between 100 and 
250.
Class D — Printed publications from 
schools with enrollments less than 100.
Class E—Duplicated papers from schools 
with enrollments of 75 or more.
Class F—Duplicated papers from schools 
with enrollments of less than 75.
Class G—Papers published as inserts or 
departments in community newspapers.
Class H—Printed or duplicated publica­
tions from junior high schools.
Papers in each class will be rated All- 
State, Superior, Good, Fair or Poor.
Welcome






Members of nearly 100 Montana high school 
newspaper staffs will be on hand in the School of 
Journalism May 22 to see how their publications 
compare with one another.
They belong to the Montana Interscholastic 
Editorial Association, an organization founded in 
1923 at Montana State University to help high 
school students produce better newspapers.
Each spring they meet at the School of Jour­
nalism for a  two day session of lectures by MSU 
journalism faculty members designed to help them 
with their newspaper problems.
Topics discussed are news writing and fea­
ture coverage, photography and illustrations, ad­
vertising layout and page makeup, and editorial 
writing.
A feature highlight of this spring's meeting 
will be a  live television show produced in the uni­
versity's new television studio by Dr. Erling S. 
Jorgensen, director. The TV studio was more 
than a  year under construction and has complete 
facilities for all phases of television production 
and direction.
Lauren E. Soth, 1956 Pulitzer Prize winner and 
editorial writer for the Des Moines, Iowa, Register, 
will be one of two featured speakers at this year's 
MIEA session. He will discuss some of the prob­
lems involved in producing the editorial page of a 
large newspaper.
The other speaker is Miss Dorothy M. John­
son, long-time Montana authoress and newspaper­
woman whose "Hanging Tree" was produced as 
a movie last year. She is a permanent member 
of the journalism school faculty. Soth is guest 
lecturer this spring.
Sigma Delta Chi, national professional jour­
nalism fraternity, will present awards to Mon­
tana's most outstanding high school editorial, 
news-feature and sports writers and their schools.
Two outstanding Montana high school girl 
writers are to be honored by Theta Sigma Phi, 
women's journalism sorority.
Prof. Richard A. Garver is MIEA adviser and 
is in charge of the spring .interscholastic news­
paper program.
The Best in the Land is Medo-Land
QUALITY CONTROLLED DAIRY PRODUCTS
—  12 —
Golf and Tennis Tournament
1958 Girls' Interscholastic Golf Champion: Jane Famum, Poison.
1958 Boys' Interscholastic Golf Champion: B. Overland, Billings H. S.
1958 Girls' Interscholastic Tennis Champions: Singles—Judy McKillop, Hamilton H. S., first; Maureen 
Hall, Billings Central, second. Doubles—Sandy Smith and Marcella Spracklen, Darby, first; Maureen 
Hall and Sheri Sasich, Billings Central, second.
1958 Boys' Interscholastic Tennis Champions: Singles—M. Hogarty, Billings High School, first; Rich­
ard Nordlund, Billings High School, second. Doubles—M. Hogarty and R. Nordlund, Billings, first; M. 













GLASGOW HIGH SCHOOL 
Bensel, J.




























































































































































































GREAT FALLS CENTRAL 
Janzer.R.
Moholt, T.
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GREAT FALLS CENTRAL 
Heffem, N.
Nardinger, J.
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Program of Track and Field Events
Unless specifically indicated otherwise in 
the program, preliminary races shall be run 
in the following order: Class C, B, A and
AA. Where no more than ten contestants 
from any class are entered in a running 
event, no trials or preliminary heats shall be 
run.
FRIDAY, MAY 22, 1:10 P.M.
Parade of Athletes
Trials, 100-yard dash—Classes B and C
Trials, 120-yard high hurdles—Classes B 
and C
Trials, 440-yard run—Classes B and C
Final, Mile Run—Classes B and C
Trials, 220-yard dash—Classes B and C
Final, 880-yard run—Classes A A and A
Trials, 180-yard low hurdles—Classes B 
and C
Trials, 880-yard relays—Classes B and C
Finals in the Class B and Class C pole 
vault and in the Class AA and Class A high 
jump will be held concurrently with the run­
ning events.
Trials in the following field events will 
be held with participants competing in 
flights. Class B and Class C discus throw 
(on practice field north of Domblaser Field). 
Class AA and Class A shotput, Class B and 
Class C javelin throw and Class AA and 
Class A broadjump (all on Domblaser field), 
followed by Class B and Class C shotput, 
Class A A and Class A javelin throw, Class B 
and Class C broadjump (all on Domblaser 
Field), and Class AA and Class A discus 
throw (on practice field north of Domblaser 
field).
SATURDAY, MAY 23, 1:00 P.M.
Finals, 100-yard dash
Finals, 120-yard high hurdles
Finals, 440-yard run
Final, Mile run, Class AA
Final, Mile run, Class A
Final, 880 yard run, Class B
Final, 880 yard run, Class C
Finals, 220-yard dash
Finals, 180-yard low hurdles
Finals, 880-yard relays. (All relays will 
be run in lanes with staggered starts 
and on comparative time basis if there 
are more than five teams in any 
class).
Finals of the Class AA and Class A pole 
vault and Class B and Class C high jump 
will be held concurrently with the running 
events.
Finals of the weight throwing events and 
the broad-jump will be as follows: Class
AA broad jump, Class A shot put, and Class 
B and Class C discus throw; followed by 
Class AA shot put, Class A discus throw, and 
Class B and Class C broad jump; followed by 
Class AA discus throw, Class A broad jump, 
and Class B and Class C shot put; followed 
in order by the Class B and Class C, Class A, 
and Class AA javelin throw.
The Committee reserves the right to quali­
fy more contestants than the above calls for, 
and to eliminate any semi-final round to be 
unnecessary.
All 440, 880 and mile races will be started 
at the head of the straightaway (thus elimi­
nating the first turn.)
The Campbell Brothers, MSU Lettermen . . . Tom, Don, Murdo, Ken
KEEP MONTANA ATHLETES IN MONTANA
STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
— 15 —
Points in Track and Field Meet, 1958
CLASS AA
Missoula ...................... 66 Vi
Billings .........................  59 Vi
Butte Public..................  34
Great Falls.................... 19
Flathead.......................  14
Helena .........................  12
Park .............................  10 Vi
Butte Central................  6 V2
Gallatin ........................ 2
CLASS A
Sidney .........................  63 Vi
Dawson .......................  52
Laurel ...........................  31 Vi
Hardin .........................  19 Vi
Great Falls Central..... 15
Havre ............. —.... ......  13
Billings Central ............. 12 Vi
Custer ........... ........   12V2
Fergus...........................  2 V2
Glasgow ........................  2
CLASS B
Whitefish ..................  36
Wolf Point  .......... 25
Fairfield .................... 21 3/7
Hamilton .................. 19 1/3
"♦Conrad ...................... 16
Powell.......................  14 3/7
Ronan .......................  14
^Conrad ............    12 3/7
Missoula Loyola ....... 10
Beaverhead..............  8 1/3
Shelby ...................... 8
Libby .......................  7 1/2
Harlowton ................  7
Browning .................. 4 2/5
Poison.......................  4
Stevensville..............  4
Forsyth .....................  3 3/7
Red Lodge................  3
Big Timber................  1 3/7
Fairview.................... 1
Malta .......................  1
Fort Benton ..................  1/2
Sunburst........................ 1/2
Lincoln Co............ . 3/7
Lodge Grass ................  3/7
CLASS C
Troy ..............................  35
Twin Bridges.................  18
Simms...........................  16 Vi
Sacred Heart,
Miles City ................  13
Terry .............................  13
Townsend .................... 13
Darby ...........................  13
Charlo...........................  12
Corvallis ...................... 10 Vi
Superior .......................  10 Vi
Three Forks.................. 9
Power ...........................  9
A rlee.................... ........  8
Plains ........................... 7
Winifred .......................  6
Centerville .................... 5 Vi
Grass R ange................  4
Dixon ...........................  3lA




Willow Creek ..............  2 Vi
Ekalaka ........................ 2
Brady ........ ..................  2
Belt ............................... 2
Best Individual Performers, 1958:
Class AA: Clouse, Billings, 17 points. Class B : Knapton, Whitefish, 13 points.
Class A : Dotson, Sidney, 17 Vi points. Class C : Weidner, Troy, 23 Vi points.
Montana Interscholastic Track and Field Records
Interscholastic meet records are the best marks established in any event in the meet re­
gardless of whether established by Class AA, A, B, or C school contestants.
Event
100-yard dash .........
220-yard d a sh ...........
440-yard dash .........
880-yard ru n ..............
Mile run .... ....... ........
High hurdles.............
180-yard low hurdles
Pole v au lt............ .....
Javelin throw ............













......12 ft. 10 in..........
....197 ft. 5 in. ............
.....*55 ft. 3/s in..........
....162 ft. 8 Vi in.........
........6 ft. 3V4 in.........
......22 ft. 8 Vi in.........
......*1 min. 31.1 sec.
Holder
............................R. O'Malley, Butte, 1933
............................R. O'Malley, Butte, 1933
....................F. Damaskos, Missoula, 1957
......................... R. Merwin, Missoula, 1956
.............................J. Kittell, Missoula, 1945
....................... Don McAuliffe, Butte, 1948
............................... C. Orr, Missoula, 1953
......................... W. Custer, Missoula, 1930
..................... R. Gustafson, Corvallis, 1938
......................... R. Frisbee, Cut Bank, 1958
........................J. Roban, Great Falls, 1953
............................M. Grimes, Helena, 1951
. .............   K. Nelson, Missoula, 1955
(Boone, Lewis, Danielson, Drinville)
Missoula, 1958
*—New Record.
- 1 6 -
























ANACONDA BUTTE PUBLIC GREAT FALLS MISSOULA COUNTY
1. Bosch, S. 25. Blankenship, J. 45. Anderson, S. 69. Aldrich, T.
2. Cummings, E. 26. Chance G. 46. Dwight, Paul 70. Allen, E.
3. Estes, W. n r j  . », 47. Dwight, Phil 71. Campbell, D.
4. Farlin.W . 27‘ Edington, N. 48. Lotg R 72 Hammen, P.
5. Silizy, R. 28. Fitzsimmons. J. 49. Lund, B. 73. Jakub, L.
6. Walsh, J. 29. Lewis, H. 50. Menti, D. 74. Mashek, R.
7. White, T. 30. Markovich, G. 51 • Miller, B. 75. Price, B.
01 n 1 52. Nelson, D. 76. Reed, B.
*n.LINGS 31. Poole, D. 53. R o w ] a n d  77. Rocheleau, L.
8. Belue, C. 32- Saam- w - 54. Talbot. R. 78. Russell, B.
9. Cable, M. 33. Schuler, R. 55. Witt, J. 79. Schrock, D.
10. Hert, T. 34. Sheron, G. 80. Sirokman, D.
11. Loose, J. HELENA 81. Slusser, G.
12. Marcum, V. FLATHEAD COUNTY 56. Allen, T. 82. Torgrimson, L.
13. McHenry, T. 35. Christison, K. 57. Baker, R.
14. Paterson, W. 36. Himsl, A. 58. Greger, J. PARK COUNTY
15. Powers, R. 37. Huggins, M. 59. Gillespie, I. 83. Allen, B.
j 6. Shelton, J. 38. Meacham, J. 60. Hysell, C. 84. Betley, B.
17. Travis, J. 39. Nau, D. 61. Johnson, G. 85. Bouchee, W.
18. Whitmer, D.   62. Kenney, T. 86. Chapman, D.
GALLATIN COUNTY 63. Lewis, L. 87. Gregory, R.
BUTTE CENTRAL 40. Dodge, M. 64. Marshall, C. 88. Lewis, T.
19. Donovan, W. 41. Erhardt, E. 65. Olson, B. 89. O'Neil, T.
20. Good, S. 42. Ford, R. 66. Retz, D. 90. Questad, L.




BILLINGS CENTRAL DAWSON COUNTY GREAT FALLS CENTRAL LAUREL
93. Boise 114. Bufner 135. Bums, T. 157. Armstrong, J.
94 ChevirV 115. Dufner, J. 136. Dickhans 158. Brown, R.
oc Z. ~  116. Green 137. Estenson 159. Coulter, J.
95. Cormier, G. 117. Holzworth, B. 138. Minnehan, J. 160. Krause, B.
96. Garlock H 8. Jonas, D. 139. Raddle, D. 161. Lamb, G.
97. Kelly, D. 119. Opp, R. 140.' Shanahan 162. Little, M.
98. Malmstrom J. 120. Squires, J. 141. Shikany 163. Nottingham, D.
__ , _ ’ 121. Sundling, D. _ 164. Nybo, M.
"■  Plrb' F- 122. Taylor HARDIN 165. Phillip, F.
100. Samuelson 123. Walker, D. 142. Bastrom 166. Stebbins, P.
101. Sherman, E. 124. Wittman, G. 143. Egnew
102. Weber, P. 144. He Does It " SIDNEY
........ FERGUS COUNTY 145, Heitzman 167. Dynesson
CUSTER COUNTY 125. Crawford, D. 146. Moccasin 168. Harper
103. Carlson. G. 126. Eckert 147. Old Horn 169. Hundtoft
104. Combi, T. 127. Geis 148. Powers 170. Joslin
m e’ 5UoU 128. Neighbors, C. 149- Pretty Paint 171. Mann
106. Harris 10a c _  150. Stenerson 172. Manna
107. Hunton 1Z9- bwa n* 151.  Tate 173. McMorris
108. James 130< TilzeY 'D- 174. Munoz
GLASGOW 152. Anderson. G. m .  S i
110. South 131. Landes, B. 153> Larson 177. Price
1H. Steiner 132. McKinley 154] M B 178. Rein
Venable 133- Zavalney, G. 155. Schuland, L. !s0 £
















































































































246. Scott, D. 296. Robbins
247. Underwood, G. 297. Spannuth
248. Welker, J. 298. Wheeler
CUT BANK 299' Zyzniewski
249. Hughes, J. HARLEM
250. Johnson, N. 300. Goodheart, P.
251. Narducci 301. Hawley, C.
252. Neidhardt 302. Rattey, J.
253. Peterson, D. 303. Tabor, K.
254. Sewald
255. Taylor HARLOWTON
256. Webster, K. 304. Bjork, J.
EUREKA 3°5- W-
257. St. Onge HUNTLEY PROJECT
258. West, A. 306. Dierenfield, D.
259. West, N. 307. Hofman, D.
FAIRFIELD 308. Kemp, T.
260. Ballantyne, N. > 309. Kraske, B.
261. Bateman, A. 310. Kraske. G.
262. Davis, B. 311. Krhosa, P.
263. Johnston, R. 312. Osness, D.
264. Kolste, R. 313. Schreider, D.
265. Olson, M. . . . . »
266. Udin, A. :  „
267. Young. K. 314. B en^y
FAIRVIEW 316. Burns
268. Bauman, T. 317. Childs
269. Harris, D. 318. Collins
270. Harris, S. 319. Hendrickson
271. Raze, F. 320. Murphy
272. Shaide, R. 321. Nelson
273. Spoonheim, K. 322. Schneider
274. Spoonheim, L. 323. Verboncouer
275. Vickers, S.
276. Woodworth, M. LODGE GRASS
FORSYTH 324. Bomar, R.
277. Krueger, H. 325. Caddel, S.
278. McKinney, B. ?26. Gordon, G.
279. Nile, J. 327- Hm- N-
280. Phillips, J. 328. Left Hand- M-
281. Schelin, D. 329. Not Afraid, G.
282. Schiffer, J. 330. Red Wolf, F.
283. Schuelenberg. A. 331. Schenderline, D.
284. Twede, B. 332. Whiteman, E
FORT BENTON LOYOLA
285. Nottingham, D. 440. Bums
286. Sullivan, J. 333. Dobner
287. Vinion, B. 334. Dosch
288. Weeks, V. 335. Herron
HAMILTON 442. Houldson
290. Bullock 336. Meyers
291. Hedditch 337. Opitz
292. Hettrick 338. Plummer
293. Iten 339. W agner
294. McLean 340. Wherley







When Money Matters 
It Pays to Think
FIRST NATIONAL BANK





















478. Kills On Top, D.



























From Little Leagues to American Legion




POWELL COUNTY HONAN SUNBURST WOLF POINT
386. Burke 401. Fullerton. H. 417. Stene, L. 429. Eggert, B.
387. Daniels 402. Hiert 430 Haynes D
388. Grover 403. Taber THOMPSON FALLS 43{  Larson, M.’
389. Grover SCOBEY 418. Curran, H. 432. Nelson, G.
390. Humphreyville 404. Robinson, H. 419- Curran, R. 433. Peabody, M.
, .ji* f ° ‘ler ^  405. Willard, W. 420. Dennison. B. 434. Shumway, G.
443. Johnson. G. 421. Pagi, W. 435. Shumway, R.
392. Larson SHELBY 422. Schmoyer, E. 436. Spitzel, D.
393. McClure 406. Aubrey, B. 423. Wollaston, J. 437. Thompson, E.
394. Rives 407. Bussell. D. 438 Wright, C.
395. Tavenner .  408. Davison, D. VALIER 439 Wright R.
441. Wilson, M. 409. Dodson, P. 424. Orr, V.
410. Hayworth, J.
RED LODGE 411. Robertson, D. WHITEFISH
396. Brown, D. 412. Sanders, W. 425. Buckland
397. Gadina. B. 413. Seely, R. 426 Decker
398. Kansala, D. 414. Stockwell, M. _ ' _
399. Lowry, S. 415. Underdahl, G. 427- Swanson




























































EDGAR PLAINS STATE SCHOOL 600. Delger, P.
520. Dempsey, S. 546. French 572. Gavin, R. 601. Hoppe, B.
521. Gerber, D. 547. Inman 573. Richardson, B. 602. Hoppe, R.
522. Gerber, L  548. Jobe 574. Richardson, R. 603. Lavinder. D.
523. Krug. G. 549. Mee 575. Tenas, D. 604. Miller. C.
524. Lindgren, C. ____ __ 576. Yellow Eyes, G. 605. Miller, D.
525. Plain Bull, E. POWER 606. Van Meter, J.
526. Williams, R. 550. Dahlman, R. ST. LABRE
551. Johnson 577. Foote, T. TRUi
EKALAKA 552. Keel, T. 607. Fisher
527. Anderson, T. 553. Olson ST. LEO'S 608: Hewett
528. Carlisle, R. 554. Readicker, L. 578. Longin, J. 609.* Johnson
529. Harrington, F. 555. Williams, T. 610. Larson
530. Harrington, H. ST. REGIS 611. Ross
531. Martens, G. RICHEY 579. Bennett, D. 612. Walen
532. Stenseth, R. 556. Soft, L. 580. Brundage, L. T i n u n
533. Taylor, B. TURNER
ROSEBUD SUPERIOR 613. Getten, M.
E!™1Sp . 657- Lapey' F- 581. Forry.L TWIN BRIDGES534. Pasby 582. Jasper. R.
SAVAGE 583 Simpson 614. Miller
FLORENCE 558. Hagler, L. ___  615. Reynolds
535. Holmes TERRY 616. Simpson, T.
SHEPARD 584 lrion, d. v i r m n
HOLY ROSARY 559. Peil, C. 585. Jens, L. VICTOR
536. Ward, R. 560. Peil. L. 586. Madden, F. 617. Wofford
HYSHAM SHERIDAN Meidinger, D. WHITEHALL
537. Van Heale, T. 561. Braach 589. Rittal, J. 618. Capp
562. Pack 590. Schwartz, B. 619. Wucetich
INVERNESS 563. Salmonsen 591 Strnbel C
coa xyr rZn SESS* c WHITE SULPHER SPRINGS538. May 592. Tibbetts, S. T£
SIMMS 593. Tibbetts, W. 620. Johnston, L.
JOPLIN 564. Allen, R. 594. Wahl, E. 621. Musgrove, J.
539. Heydon, S. 565. Kapstead, M. ' ’ 622. Musgrove, W.
566. Leistiko, F. THREE FORKS 623. Spurlin, C.
LAVINA 567. Loomis, J. 595. Pike, W. 624. Wright, E.
540. Thompson, T. 568. Matthews, C. 596. Townsend, M. w r e n  tty
569. Walt, C. WIBAUX
MEDICINE LAKE TOWNSEND 625. Jablonski, F.
541. Haase, W. STANFORD 5S7. Berberet, G. 626- Mjolsness, G.
542. Henke, J. 570. Creekmore, L. . 598. Bruce, N. WILSALL
543. Torginson, C. '  571. Kennedy, D. 599. Carson, D. 027. FaStje , R
OILMONT 628. Hebnes, J. *
544. Boutin, D. WINNETT
545. Townsend, B. 629. Long, M.
630. Peterson
A Picture for Every Need!
520 S. Third W.
TRACK AND FIELD EVENTS
100-YARD DASH
FINALS
Class AA—Time........................  Class A—Time........................  Class B—Time.......................... Class C—Time.
i..........-..........— ..........i — ....— ......----------- 1.............
2 .| .... .......................................  2.___________ ........._____| __2....................................................  2..... . ..___ l l | i
3 ... .— j j j j p 3—...------..................-- ------p  3___...........__ _ _ ___ _ 3______ |1J
4...:-------------------------------- :  4------------................ ..................4 ; ~ 7 7 J ”— -------------4---------------- -
I...I—jjjj----I------ -----  5.—..........------------------  —  5. if....... 5_............
220-YARD DASH
440-YARD DASH
- 2 1  —
1958 Winners: School Class Time
Boone ............................................Missoula .............................................. AA 10.0 >4, . „  ,  , , ,  ,_  ^ /M ontana Record held by:D otson ...........................................Sidney ................................................... A 10.4 ' „  „  ,, , noo„ . . J®- O’Malley, Butte, 1933,G ranbois...................................... Wolf Point .......................................... B 10.3 __ _„ T m Time: :09.8.Weidner ....................................... T ro y .......................................................  C 10.4
1958 Winners: School Class Time /
Clouse ........................................^..Billings  A A 22.0 * „  , . .
Michael N j i ^ r e l  A 2 ^ M o n ta n a  Recard held by:
Johnston : _ Z I I L j S & .........  I  B “ ;« «  O’Malley, Butte. 1933.
Weidner ........................................Troy ...................................................... C 22.4 ^ Time: :216-
FINALS
Class AA—Time........................  Class A—Time........................  Class B—Time.......................... Class C Time........................
1--------------- -------- ....----- 1-------------------------------- 1— ----------------------  1_________________ __
2__________ _____ ____ _ __  2________............................... 2______ ____ _______________  2..
3... ,......I^......... ..... ............. 3—   ...... .....................— .. 3... ....— .„..........................  3___ ....____ ____
4 _  | .... .......... ...........  4 .....§ |j_______________ _____4.................................................   4   fjj
5 .............  ..........a................ 5 ...X ...------------------- 5.................................        5 _.............__>1
1958 Winners: 14 School Class Time / ■
Clouse ........................................... Billings  AA 51.1 ~  . . , ,  .
Dotson ......................................  ^ .S idney................................................  A 50.5
G rover.....................................^ ..P o w e ll..................................................  B 52.4 ^ O a m a s k o s ,  Missoula, 1957
Weidner ...................................  .T roy...................................................  C 50.4 U/ T 'me: «*»•
FINALS
Class AA—Time........................  Class A—Time........................  Class B—Time.......................... Class C Time............
1.. ..— ,---------- ----------------------- I - - .— -................. .................... .— ; 1-------------------------  ... ..  1._____ ......................... ...... ..........
2..... ............................. j.............. 2....... ............................. j j ____2.........| .................| |__ ___I......... 2.______  . .
3.. .....— ,...^.„...ww^  3...............— ................................. ....... —-  3..................   ..... 3.......   ... .....
4.. ................  ,............... ................. 4.  ...----------- ------------ ------------ ------------  4............ |_______ |  4._____ 1...............
lg{:—  ............... ......................5.— j j --------- 1— i j | — ...------5...........................   i 5_______ ____ _______ _
120-YARD HIGH HURDLES
—  22 —
880-YARD RUN
1958 Winners: School Class Time /
Chance ....................................... .Butte ........................................AA 2 :00.9
M ichael..........................................Laurel    A 2 :01.4 cord by:
Wherley ..............................  Loyola................................................ B 2 :02.2 /  R. Merwin, Missoula, 1956,
Radicker ............................... .....s..Power ..............................................  C 2 :08.5 * Time: 1:58.7.
FINALS
Class AA—Time........................ Class A—Time........................ Class B—Time..........................Class C—Time_____________
1 .......— ---- --------- -----  1--------------------------- -.... 1 .J_____________ ....____1_...... . _ . .... .................
2 ............----------------2----------------- j t --------------------------- 2.........    I  2_____ __ ______
3 ...........— I —  3............................................................ .......... ....i 3............................................................    3_ 1
4 _    ........... 4.____   I___________ ....__4..........™„.......______________4.______gp____________
5 ...... .........—— ....—....... ..... . 5.. .....____.........._...._____ .... 5....................... .....—.—    __  5.......... ........................... ........ ..
y
ONE-MILE RUN
1958 Winners: School Class Time ^
Kessler .........................................Billings ........   AA 4 :34.0 S '
E ste ll.................................... .......Havre .............................................  A 4:47.6 Record by:
DeVries................................ .^...Conrad ............................................  B 4 :34.9 J. Kit tell. Missoula, 1945,
C a rr ....................................... ....^..Winifred........................................... C 4:51.5 Time: 4:27.6.
X a  FINALS
Class AA—Time....... .......... ......  Class A—Time............. .. Class B—Time....................................Class C—Time.......... ................
i . — .............. |---------------- l...............______________ 8 1 _____ H H B  1__ ___________________________ f f lB i____________________ 9 R f
2........S l . . . .4 l§ ___________ _ 2_____________________ __2............................... .................. . 2_________ _______ _______
3— _____ -----------  3____ ..............  — jg j t e ^ . :  3  ......... -1..._________ .J....; 3 | 2
4__________ ____.. ....___ _ ___ _____ _____ ...._____ 4......        ..... 4___ ...L :_____ ________ _
5.... ........   .................... 5............ ......... ....... ....................5.....................     —............ .Si. 5..-------- ----- -------
1958 Winners: School Class Time y
Moore ....................................  -JBillings..............................................AA 15.4 /  Record by:
Long ....................................... ^ .D aw son................................................  A 15.7 y  D. McAuliffe, Butte Public,
Knapton ...................................   W hitefish......................................... B 15.5 . 1948 and 1949.
Savik ........................................ l.Charlo  C 16.0 ^  Time: :14.8.X
FINALS
Class AA—Time.__ _  ... Class A—Time......................... ....  Class B—Time...... ................. Class C—Time___ _________
1 ........    1_____ ___— |  i------- ----------------- - - 1.^...--------- _____________ _ l....„..„......................   | ____
2 _ 8 ____2.________  |  2_______ ___ _______ ____ __ 2.____________   I_______ _
3._______  | _____________  3.---------- ------------------------- - 3__ _________________ 3_______  i___________1______
4 _ ......_____ JL_____ 8 4.______ I ________________ 4____ ____________________ 4_________________________











......... .Missoula ............. AA
......s<Dawson  L-.........  A
Bank ........... B
..........Twin Bridges .......  -C
FINALS
Class A—Distance................... Class B—Distance............ ........Class C—Distance.
1 ---- ------1........................................................ 1 .............. ...........
Distance
Record held by: B. Frisbee,
z t ,  ̂ __- Cut Bank, 1958.
K  Distance: 55’ %"
1958 Winners: School Class Time
Sullivan ....................................... .Great Falls  AA 20.3 ^Record b y
* fng ......................................... - ^ awson   A 2 0 5 C.  Orr, Missoula, 1953,
Knapton ..................................   ..Wliitefisli   A 20.4 Time* *19 6
Savik ..........................................N c iia r lo .... .............................................  C 20.7 ^
FINALS
Class AA—Time...... .......... .......  Class A—Time......................... Class B—Time...........................Class C—Time______ ____
----------------...— 1 1 — _______ ______
I .......... . . .......................................I  2---- ......................------- | — ....... 2  ........  2_________
3. ^.,...= ^ . , - . - .----- ----— |  3______.................__  | | g | | |  I ......................i ® __ ___ 3  ___________ | _________
4. —| | g | ---------... ............... 4 J jjS g     ...£ 4       |  4 . ,■ •. .
....  . .— -...... —— -  5.......—— ................ .............. . 5......  —--------    5  ............ ........... ............. ......
2 .....................g p g .... ............|  2......^,.>..................... | — .......................................  i p ................ 2....^ ..'....._____...................... . r :~:
3 ....   v. ....— .. . ...----- 3------------------     ;. 3-  .......^ ... . 3____   ■ ...
4......--------------  .... 4......................      ............. 4. ...w.......................................................... 4.__1_______
.....  — .....-----   ....... 5......................     5      5.   ... ...___ _____
JAVELIN THROW
1958 Winners: - School Class D islanc^/
Cabbage .................................... ....Flathead  AA 191’ 5%”^  „  _ ,
Clark .......................................... '.Q uste r.......................................  A 190'3’̂  ^  bf  = „
Baker ..........................................W hiteflsh ................................  B 171' */.'■ .  Guatofs™, ConraUte. 1938.
M orrison.......................................- S o y ............................................  C im  t - ,  "■stance: 197'S”.
FINALS
Class AA—Distance.................. Class A—Distance....................  Class B—Distance.................... Class C Distance
1-------    ...■:..... ............ - 1— ................................ ...................; 1.............    . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . .............. .........
&......Vrt. ....■■'■'........ 2._.....___ ..._.............___1 2............,1....̂ .̂ ........ 2...
3 ..... 3--------------------------------------- - 3.... -...v^...............___3..._____________I__ ;  \
4 ............| __|__......__ ...........    ....___... 4..............| .......... 1.............. .I...., 4____ ....____ :v .. : ,
5 ..............-..... — — ..................5................... ..... ....---- .................... 5................................. .................  5..— ___   |
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DISCUS THROW
1958 Winners: Sehool Class Distance
Uisich .....................................^  .Helena .....................................AA 157’ 7%’̂  Kecord by:
Fiestbamel ............................Dawson A 137’ 2” /  ,J. Roban, Great Falls, 1953,
Frlsbe* .........................................Cut B ank .................................  B 143’ 10% s  Distance: 162’8%”.
Opsahl................................... Super lor .........................................  C 135’ 8%”*'
FINALS
Class AA—Distance.................. Class A—Distance.................... Class B—Distance....................  Class C—Distance..............
1 ..............^._I__jljj|i§j 1_______ ............._IJljj 1....—.....1___ |____ .....___ 3...................................... I
2.....................—.._____ ......_____  2______ ______ ______________  2............ ...........................................  2.----- -------------- -------------------
3 ........................ ....................  3_____ ....------------   .... 3-------------------------------------  8-----------------------------------
4 ................... ..................______ 4._________    ..... 4................................ ................. 4._____________ _— .— ........
5.. ..... | ................ ....... ............—  5----------------------------   —  5............................. ...................  5--------- --------  ---------------
HIGH JUMP ^
1958 Winners: School Class H e ig h t^ /
Chapman ..................................... Park ...........— ..............................AA 6’1" y  Rew rd by:
Sevier ...........................................Dawson .......A 6’ y S  M. Grimes, Helena, 1951,
G. Jones ....................................... Beaverhead ............................... B 5’8’ y  Height: 6’3”.
M iller..................... ............... .......Twin Bridges*.................................  C 5’ 11”
FINALS
Class AA—Height...... .............. Class A—Height............ .......  Class B—Height......................  Class C—Height..................-
1.. ..._...................__________ _ 1---------------------------------- .... 1....... ....................    ... 1.--------  . — ........----—
2 ............................. .....................  2.......... ........... ..................................2____ _______ ........________ ____  2.______ .......__ _____________
3.__ __________ ___________ 8..................... ......... ...................3........ — ........ ....... ............ . 3.-------- ..........----------  H
4.. .Vv.^............~....~.________1  4.______  | ------ ......... 4--------------   ... 4.......... I l j j i g ----- --------------
5 _______________________  5................................  ........ 5.................... — .——.................  5.......—...... ..........—— —
BROAD JUMP
1958 Winners: . School Class Distancey
Stanisich......................................^ u tte  ...........................................AA 22’5%” /  Recor(1 by.
Sevier ..........................................Dawson ....................................... A 19’11%V/ K. Nelson, Missoula, 1955,
................. - - - - - - ..........- C ^ r a d .......................................  B 19’3%’̂ /  Disfance; 2 2 W ».
Hoppe .............. ........................ .^Townsend .................................  C 20' 2”
FINALS
Class AA—Distance..................Class A—Distance.-------------- Class B—Distance....................  Class C—Distance....... ........
1.................................................. 1................................................. 1.................................................. 1......................... .....................
2.____ ._____ ______ __  2_____ ...................__________2,...— — p___ .....___ | ___ _ 2.________________ ______
a ........ ..... ...........__j§p____a  —_ ___________ __ 3.------ ----------- ------—..—  3----------- ------------------
4............. ..._jjjjj___| | __ 4.------------ ...........----------------1 4........................ | --------------—  4.----------------j-----------------








T ro y _____
Class AA—Time.
Class Time ^
AA 1:31.1 (new record) Recon1 by; lMissoula (Boone>
1.33.5 , Lewis, Danielson, Drinville),
B 1:331 1958. Time: 1:31.1.
....................................... C 1 :37.5
FINALS
Class A—Time........................  Class B—Time...........................Class C—Time............... .......
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1958 Winners: School Class Height
Mulcahy ........................................Butte C en tra l...............................AA 12! Record by:
Stenerson ......................................H a rd in ..........................................  A 10’ 8’̂ ^  W. Custer, Missoula, 1930,
Bennett ..........................................Ronan ..........................................  B 11’ 9” Height: 12’10”.
H arnley ......................................... Three Forks ............................... C 10’ 8’/ * ^  (Oldest Record on Books)
FINALS
Class AA—Height....................  Class A—Height..................... Class B—Height____ ______  Class C—Height___________
1____|  ____ l...».______...__ |  j _______ 1_______________________ ....... 1.................... _______________
2.....______________ ..........___  2._____________ |___ _ __ ..... 2.......______________________ 2.____ .....___ ........_________
3._______........____ ________ 3.__________________ ________3______ ________ ......________ 3___ ____ __ ~ ___ ..______
4_______ .g..:....;..„..____   ... 4___........__I__ ..........._______  4__ __________ ___ ..._______ 4___ ...______   ..____ _
5.__ ........_..._____ ..._ 5... ...... .. ........ ...... ......... ....... .... 5..................... ........ ...................... 5..............     .........___ ......
i _ _ . . . . . . .  | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . . . . . . g j i f f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i - - - - - - - - - - - - - i _ _ _ _ | | j i | | i _ _ _ _ _
2. ....       2.         _ 2____     .....__.....___ 2...........................
3.....................................................3_____ ..................__________ 3____________________j j __ 3_______ g .__ ______________
4......       4........ ..................      4 .     4__ ________ ________ ________
5..................  .....__ _ 5..... .... ...... ..................  5.......     5____ ____ _____ ____________
We Won This Race!








N O T E — S core  6 p o in ts  foi*~. 
f i r s t  placoi 4  fo r  second 
p lace, 3  fo r  th ir d  p lace,
2 fo r  fo u r th  p lace, 1  fo r  
f if th  plaoe, in c lu d in g  re lay .
CLA SS AA






Great Falls Public ................








Great Falls Central .............
H ard in ------- --------- -----------
H avre-------------  — ............














Conrad —;— -----;............ .
Cut B ank .................. ...............








Libby _ ______ __________ _
Lincoln County .....................
Lodge G ra ss ...................... -—
Loyola, Missoula .................




Poison .......  — ....................







N O T E — S co re  6 p o in ts  fo r  
f i r s t  p lace, 4  fo r  second  
p lace , 3  f o r  th i r d  p lace,
3  f o r  fo u r th  p lace , 1 fo r  
f i f th  p laoe, in c lu d in g  re lay .
Sunburst ............. ........... ........
Thompson F a lls .......... ...........
W hite fish  .................. .................
Wolf Point ....... .......... ...........
c l a s s  c
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The Record Holders • • •
440-YARD DASH
Frank Damask os. 
Missoula (1957)
Frank currently is attending Montana 
State University, and is one of the top 440 
men on the Grizzly track team.
Mac is at present an insurance underwriter for Western Life 
HIGH JUMP in Helena. He graduated from Carroll College, and also attend-
Mac Grimes. Helena (1951) ed school at the University of Washington. He is married.
— 28 —
The Record Holders • • •
100- AND 220-YARD DASHES
Bob O'Malley, Butte Public (1933)
O'Malley at present is a  safety inspector at 
Alameda Air Force Base in California. He lives 
in Oakland with his wife and son.
POLE VAULT
Walt (Bony) Custer. Missoula (1930)
Walt is currently a  Missoula businessman.
If You've Got a "Beef" Coming —
Come and See Me!
BUGS DWYER, Greenacres Mayor
BUGS BAR-B-Q Highway 93 South
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Record Holders •  •  •
LOW HURDLES
50-YARD DASH
Lloyd Denny, Flathead, 1908
Although the 50-yard dash was discontinued 
nearly 40 years ago, Lloyd Denny of Kali- 
spell deserves a  place in the record book. He 
set the mark in 1908 with a  time of 5.2 sec­
onds, and later tied the world's record in this 
event. Mr. Denny died a  number of years 
ago, and no other information is available.
Conrad Orr. Missoula (1953)
Connie presently is attending 
Washington S t a t e  University, 
working for a  degree in veterinary 
medicine. He was a  member of 
the MSU track team in 1954 and 
1955.
FILM FINISHED FAST
SEVEN-HOUR DEVELOPING AND PROCESSING 
BLACK-AND-WHITE—In before 10 a.m., ready by 5 p.m.
EKT A CHROME—In before 9 a.m., ready by 5 pan.
MISSOULA DRUG COMPANY
W e're open at 8 a.m., Monday through Saturday . . . you can drop films to be fin­
ished in our special box on the front door at any time, day or night.
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Record Holders
HALF MILE RELAY (above)
Missoula (Tom Boone, Chuck Nichols. Chuck Drinyille.
Larry Lewis), 1958
Boone is currently a  freshman at Harvard University, 
Drinville and Nichols are in the U.S. Army, and 
Lewis transferred last fall to Helena high school.
SHOT PUT
Bob Frisbee, Cut Bank (1958)
Bob is currently attending the University of Minne­
sota, where he is a  member of the freshman track 
team. So far this spring he has approached 52 feet 
with the 16-pound shot.
— 31 —
TW O WINNERS!
BUTTREY FOODS BUTTREY'S SUPER STORE
705 So. Higgins Tremper Shopping Center
"Montana’s Finest Food Stores”
Record Holders . . .
MILE RUN
Jim Kittell. Missoula (1945)
Jim currently is a  junior high school teacher and track coach in 
San Antonio, Texas. He graduated from Notre Dame Univer­
sity.
DISCUS THROW
Jim Roban, Great Falls Public (1953)
Jim presently is attending school at Montana State College, is a 
standout member of the MSC track team. He is married and 
has a  three-year-old son.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Appreciation is extended to 
coach Lou Rocheleau, Missou­
la; Swede Dahlberg, Butte; 
Bob Holton, Corvallis; Amie 
Scott, Great Falls; Willie De- 
Groot, Cut Bank; Lloyd Skor, 
Helena; and to Butte Photog­
rapher C. Owen Smithers for 
their assistance in providing 
information and pictures of 
the track record holders.
( - a  YEARS OF PROGRESS 
3 U  IN MISSOULA
Electrical Service Since 1909
WALFORD ELECTRIC COMPANY513 N. Higgins Phone LI 3-4111
Record Holders
BROAD JUMP
Ken Nelson, Missoula (1955)
Ken is currently a  top- 
notch quartermiler on 
the MSU track team. 
An injury has prevent­
ed him from competing 
in sprint events.
880-YARD RUN
Ray Merwin, Missoula (1956)
Ray also is an MSU student. Although he currently is not com­
peting for the Grizzlies, he ranks second among all-time MSU 
440 men, nearly cracking the record when a  member of the 
1957 MSU thinclad squad.
The Fastest Runner of Them A l l . . .
Flowers Wired Anywhere —
Rely On Us for Speedy Delivery!
GARDEN CITY FLORAL
Hotel Florence Building
- 3 3  —
Record Holders . . .
HIGH HURDLES
Don McAuliffe, Butte Public (1948)
McAuliffe currently is a  chief metallurgical 
engineer with the Harvey Aluminum Company 
in Torrence, Calif. He lives in nearby Redondo 
Beach with his wife. He is a  graduate of the 
University of Idaho Engineering School.
JAVELIN THROW
Roy Gustafson, Corvallis (1938)
Roy and his wife and two daughters are currently 
living in New Orleans, La., where he is a  captain 
with Eastern Air Lines.
Read About the Track Meet
In Your Hometown Newspaper!
Montana Standard . . .  Billings Gazette . .  . Great Falls Tribune . . . Daily Inter-Lake 
Helena Independent . . . Daily Missoulian . . . Spokesman-Review
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RUDY'S NEWS 329 N. Higgins BOOKS — MAGAZINES — CANDY
1958 Winners
The Missoula Spartans. 1958 Interscholastic AA champions, first row, left to right—Assistant coach Ralph Soroos, Duval. Jakub, 
Nichols, DoulL Drinville, Hamilton, Campbell, assistant coach Royal Morrison. Second row—Helwig, Slusser, Reed, Peppard, 
Danielson, Boone, Torgrimson, Lewis. Third row—Coach Lou Rocheleau. Jensen, Harrison. Lien, Bartron, Hammen, Lindsay, Howard, 
Delaney.
The Sidney Eagles. Class A winners in the 1958 Interscholastic, include, front row, left to right—Harold Sax, Jerry Harris, A1 
Mann, Ron Munoz, Craig Price, Ray Hundtoft and Philip Dynnesan. Second row—head coach Toby Kangas. Doyle Dotson. Marvin 
Rozelle, Ron Quilling, John Marm an, Jerald Petersen, Dick Helten, Dick Rein, Jim Joslin. and assistant coaches Don Smading and 
John Grimstad.
— 35 —
1958 Track Winners ...
The Whitefish Pilots, Class B winners in the 1958 Interscholastic, include, front row, left to right—Bob Braig. Bob Schneider, 
Chuck Madole, Dick Howell and Lee Swanson. Back row—Doug Knapton, Jim Baker, Bob Newell. Dewey Hartman and Dar­
rell Osborne.
The Troy Trojans. Class C winners in the 1958 Interscholastic, include, front row, left to right—Charles Davis, John Laffoon. 
Larry Cripe, Sam McCully. Francis Schultz. Ken Lyons. Second row—manager Paul Kyriss, John Johnston, Gary Dolan, Mar­
vin Schlabs, Ed Johnson. Jim Walen, Jim Perry, coach Bill Kann. Third row—Bob Shultz, Dan Larson, Chuck Ross. Ed Hewett, 
Don Morrison, Gale Weidner, Don Banning. Ervin Winslow.
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Down Memory Lane
By Dr. Asa Willard
Memories of the earliest Interscholastic recalled would be 
memories' of the first one run. That was in 1904.
The bleachers were back of the gym which later became 
the girls gym and which now is called the T.V. Building. It is 
the frame building just northeast of Main Hall and near the 
track. The bleachers sloped down from just below the east 
edge of the roof, and may have held five or six hundred. The 
quickest way to reach the University was by a  board walk run­
ning from the east end of the 300 block on South Fifth St. East 
directly to the campus. There were no houses at all in the area 
traversed by the walk. The buildings on the campus were 
Main Hall, the wooden gym building referred to, old Science
Scene oi the first Interscholastic meet held in 1904. The bleachers were set up at the rear 
of the existing building now known as the television center.
Montana Track Champions 
Drink
Community Creamery Milk
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Down Memory Lane . . .
Hall to the south and west of Main Hall and old 
Craig Hall, a  girls dormitory on the south side of 
the oval, presided over by Mrs. J. Wilsen Moore. 
The crowd was scattered about most everywhere 
with hundreds of kids on the hillside.
The weatherman smiled, as he certainly has 
usually, contrary to the oft-heard remark, "Oh sure 
it will rain this week; it's track meet week." We 
seem to remember, especially, the times he didn't 
smile, for snow and rain isn't conducive to a  
comfortable track meet
There were at the first meet nineteen schools 
in competition and about one hundred competitors. 
Everyone competed against everyone else whether 
he came from a town of 200 people or one of
20,000. There were no A, B and C divisions. For 
instance, one boy was entered from Virginia City 
(named Wiles) which was credited with two or 
three hundred people. He was just entered in two 
events—the mile and the two mile. He won both 
of them.
There were three events then that do not ap­
pear now—the two mile, the hammer throw and 
the fifty-yard dash. After a  few years these were 
eliminated. The insufficiently trained youngsters 
would run their hearts out literally in the two mile 
and it was rightly considered more detrimental 
than otherwise and was cast out. The hammer in 
the hands of the not too experienced young per­
formers had a  dangerous habit of heading towards 
a  group of people not anyways near where it was 
supposed to land, and the hammer throw was re­
placed by the javelin throw. The fifty-yard dash 
became almost an impossibility from the judges' 
standpoint. Every boy figured he could do fifty 
yards and it seemed that most of them entered it 
and they would come down the track like a  small 
herd of stampeding buffaloes. To the confusion of 
the judges all would seem to land on the finish 
line at once. Sometimes it was possible for the 
judges to discriminate enough to pick first place, 
but the other places had to be more or less 
guessed at, so the fifty-yard dash was left off too.
This was the first Missoula County High School team 
to enter the Interscholastic meet, in 1904.
The Interscholastic Program




Down Memory Lane . . .
One hundred and twenty-six points were pos­
sible at the first meet and Missoula won with 
twenty-three. Butte had eighteen points, Helena 
sixteen, Bozeman fourteen and one-half, Flathead 
thirteen and Virginia City ten.
All Bozeman's points were made by one boy 
(Moxley) as were Virginia City's, and all of Hel­
ena's points were made by Pigott who won the 
individual. Dinsmore of Missoula made thirteen 
of Missoula's twenty-three points. Dinsmore, De- 
Mers, Forbis, Jones and Ambrose accounted for 
the Missoula points. The team was hauled back 
to town in an open hack, ribbon-bedecked and 
drawn by some fifty Missoula rooters.
The relay race, as I recall, didn't count in the 
score. It was won by Deer Lodge.
It took the distribution of the nine points of the 
high jump, a  last event, to decide the meet. Butte 
could have won. Incidentally, she won the sec­
ond meet with twenty-seven points, with Missoula 
having 25 and Anaconda 22.
It has been interesting to watch the effect of 
the pressure of the contests upon the competing 
youngsters. Some get nervous and diverted and 
don't do their best. Others outdo themselves some­
times. I recall one boy from Missoula—Arthur 
Bishop—he had never vaulted in practice more 
than ten feet but went something like ten feet ten 
inches in competition. At the U. years later he 
was quarterback of the football team.
Many little happenings of humor and human 
interest have cropped out incident to the meets. 
In one of the earlier meets. Buddy Phelps, a little 
colored boy from Butte, won the sprints and the 
individuaL When he was called to the platform 
and handed his medal in the evening at the high 
school be beamed and said, "Ah shore is proud 
of myself." And he was obviously so sincere and 
happy that egotism wasn't in the picture at all.
The highest number of points made at any 
meet was 55—made by Missoula.
Three Interscholastic hammer throwers. This event w as discontinued nearly 40 years ago, so 
the picture w as probably taken about 1910.
EVERYTHING MEN WEAR 
ON CIRCLE SQ.UARE
See Us!
For your Gas and Oil needs 










Down Memory Lane ...
It is interesting to compare the records made at the first 
meet with those of today:
First Meet Records Today's Record
\ l  seconds ...................100 y a rd s .............................. 9.8 seconds
24 seconds ...................220 y a rd s .............................21.6 seconds
57 % seconds ............... 440 y a rd s .............................49.9 seconds
2 min. 17Vfc seconds 880 y a rd s ............................... 1 min. 58.7 seconds
5 min. 10 seconds.... mile ru n ..................................4 min. 27.6 seconds
18.7 seconds................ 120 yd. high hurdles............14.8 seconds
(The early high hurdles were 3 inches higher than now.)
28 Vi seconds .............. 220 yd. low hurdles..20.6 sec. (180yds.)
18 ft. 2 inches.............. broad jum p........................ 22 ft. 8 inches
5 ft............ ......................high jum p....................... 6 ft. 3 Vi inches
8 ft. 8 inches................ pole vau lt........................ 12 ft. 10 inches
32 feet .......................... shot p u t ...........................55 ft. 3/e inches
Two top sprinters of the 1920 and 1930 era were Russ 
Sweet (left) and Roy Peden (above) of Miles City. Sweet 
was a  Pacific Coast sprint champion and all-time great for 
the Grizzly football team after graduating from CCHS, and 
Peden came to the University in the mid-30's to win several 
PCC sprint titles for the Grizzlies.
"ANCHOR"
Your future with a savings account and 
add to it regularly at
THE WESTERN MONTANA BUILDING & LOAN
Savings Center Missoula 100 E. Broadway
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Down Memory Lane ...
However, in thinking of the difference between 
the records of the first meet and present ones, 
especially as to the races, we should keep in mind 
the difference in training and training facilities, 
equipment and the tracks run on. Many of the 
boys at the early meet performed in tennis shoes 
and some of them had never heard of spiked track 
shoes until they reached the Interscholastic.
The smaller schools have often contributed 
the outstanding performers, as witness the javelin 
throw of 197 feet and 5 inches of Roy Gustafson of 
Corvallis, which stood as the record for years, as
did the 50 ft. 4 inches shot put of Blumenthal of 
Philipsburg. Indian boys have made splendid 
showings at some of the meets, especially in the 
races.
Many of the boys from the Interscholastic 
went on to win laurels in college. Russell Sweet, 
from Miles City, who won the individual one year 
at Interscholastic. Later, representing MSU, held 
the Coast conference title in the sprints, as did 
Arnold Gilette, from Lewistown, in the distance 
races. Sweet was a powerful runner and if he 
could run the 100 in ten seconds on a track he
An early-day Custer County High School track team. This picture w as taken about 1910 or 1911.
Welcome Visitors!
" You Can Always Call Us for Friendly Service!"
MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE 
AND TELEGRAPH CO.
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Down Memory Lane .. .
could run it on a  muddy field wearing a  football 
suit. He and Wild Bill Kelly later furnished a 
passing threat for the Grizzlies. Gene Clawson 
and Dick Doyle established college records in the 
weight events. Greg Rice went on from the Inter­
scholastic to equal world's indoor records in the 
distance races.
I have always expected the ladies to present 
a  "Babe Didrickson" at some meet and show the 
boys up, but none has ever appeared.
Personalities recalled of earlier meets, who 
are always present and some still having active 
part in present-day meets, are: Dr. Joe Howard, 
of the U.; Ray Rocene, sports writer; Harry Adams 
and Jiggs Dahlberg, of the U.; Harry Dahlberg,
Butte; Prof. Walter Scott, Butte; Harold Steams, 
editor of Harlowton Times; Attorney E. C. Mul- 
roney; Clyde Carpenter, Billings; Frank Grady, 
Prof. G. D. Shallenberger, of the U. George Vamell, 
well-known sports writer for the Seattle Post-Intel­
ligencer, for many years was identified with the 
meets as starter. In recent years Lou Hartsell has 
efficiently held that important post.
(Editor's note: Dr. Asa Willard is currently serving his 
53rd year a s an official of the Interscholastic, and the promi­
nent Missoula osteopath is the only man in the history of the 
track and field meet who has both viewed and served as an 
official at every Interscholastic since its inception in 1904. 
Bom in Frederick County, Maryland, he attended college at 
Missouri State Normal College. Upon graduation he settled 
in Dillon for a  few years and then came to Missoula, where 
he has lived for the past 55 years.)
One of the outstanding Inter­
scholastic figures in the mid 
30's was distance ace Greg 
Rice (right) of Missoula, shown 
here at the start of an exhibi­
tion race in 1940 against Mel 
Truitt of Indiana and Dixie 
Gamer of Washington State. 
Rice, at that time the outstand­
ing distance runner in the na­
tion, easily defeated his two 
opponents in this feature of 
the 1940 Interscholastic. Visi­
ble in the rear, wearing his 
familiar hat, is Dr. Asa Wil­
lard.
Welcome!
To all contestants, coaches and visitors attending the Montana Interscholastic, we join the Garden 1 









• • •Reflections from
THE INTERSCHOLASTIC STARTER
By Lou Hart sell
I suppose it's to be expected, but Interscholastic 
participants are becoming better starters every 
year. This is partly a  reflection of good coach­
ing, but it seems that good starts are the rule, 
rather than the exception, these days.
And it must be remembered that making a 
good start isn't an easy matter. The boys must 
carefully adjust their starting blocks, loosen up 
carefully, and then have split-second timing to 'go 
with the gun.'
I've had several instances in the past few 
years when I have had to disqualify boys for false 
starts. They simply try to outguess when I'm go­
ing to fire the gun, or they're so keyed up that 
they want to get a  slight jump.
The rule for a starter to follow is that he must 
wait at least two seconds after calling out, "Ready 
. . .  S e t . . This keeps the boys from outguessing 
the starter. The runners must make no motion 
during this interval, and I can wait as long as six 
seconds after bringing them to the set position.
The general rule that I've noticed among Inter­
scholastic sprinters is that the good ones are al­
ways good starters. Some of the best starters in 
recent years have been Tom Boone of Missoula, 
Tom Sullivan of Great Falls, Marco Stanisich of 
Butte, and Chuck Carlson of Miles City.
And the good sprinters are never late. There 
have been several times during the past few years 
when we've had to scratch boys because they for­
got to report at the correct time or forgot to check 
in with the clerk of course.
But the good ones are always on time. They're 
ready and they want to win.
Of course, it's sometimes unfair to generalize 
about good sprinters. For one thing, the Inter- 
scholastic is always more confusing to a  boy from 
a  smaller school. He isn't used to the size of the 
crowd and it oft-times is the first time he's run on 
a  cinder track.
EL RANCHO MOTEL
“Heart of the Business District”
Phone LI 3-3183 Missoula
By and large, the sprinters from the smaller 
school are just as good. They may become con­
fused during the trials, but by the time the finals 
roll around they're usually in, pretty good shape.
Another factor that's sometime embarrassing to 
me is when my pistol fails to fire. This has hap­
pened several times. The black powder used in 
blank cartridges tends to foul up the pistol cylinder. 
I always carry a spare, but sometimes a failure 
to fire is just unavoidable.
Another point for Interscholastic fans to remem­
ber is that the participant must be disqualified if 
he makes two false starts. Now, a  false start oc­
curs when a  boy breaks before the gun. This is 
different from a  recall, which occurs when. I fire 
a  second shot immediately after firing the gun to 
start the race. I remember that last year a  boy 
said his coach told1 him that he was allowed three 
false starts. This isn't so.
Another point to remember is that I always fire 
my gun when the leader of a  distance run starts 
his last lap around the field. This is to let the 
other participants know just how far ahead the 
leader is.
And the reason for staggering the starters in a  
relay is to compensate for their lane positions. For 
instance, the man on the outside lane is given a 
considerable jump on the inside lane. This is be­
cause relay runners must stay in their, lane while 
passing the baton, and the man on the outside is 
at a  disadvantage if he doesn't get a  few steps 
jump on the inside man.
Weather during Interscholastic has been gen­
erally good the past four or five years, but I recall 
in 1955 that a snowstorm didn't stop Chuck Carl­
son from Miles City make what I consider one of 
the greatest stretch runs in the history of Inter­
scholastic.
Snow had been removed from the track the 
Saturday morning of the finals in 1955. But Carl­
son won the 100 in 10 seconds flat, and he also 
ran away with the 220.
But it was in the relay where he really shined. 
He started the last lap (220 yards) about 50 
yards behind the leader. Well, Carlson just went 
flying around the final turn, made up the 50 yards, 
and won the race with plenty to spare.
I understand Chuck is now a  top-notch quarter 
miler at Colorado, and it's easy to see why he was 
one of the best sprinters I've ever viewed.
(Editor's note: Mr. Hartsell is starting his fifth year as the 
official Interscholastic starter, and he's been an  official at the 
meet for m any years prior to that. A native of Anaconda 
and graduate of MSU, he w as the University freshman foot­
ball coach from 1936-38. He later served in the Army Air 
Corps from 1939-45, and w as discharged with the rank of Lt. 
Colonel. He currently is the m anager of the Missoula Elks 
Club.)
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SAE fraternity men hustle to finish their 
decorations.
Street dance: another popular Inter-
Barbecued beef and 






Tennis doubles team in action.
Coveted medals are awarded to Class A 
winners.
Cut Bank's Bob Frisbee 
cracks the shot put record.
Timber toppers com­
pete under sunny 
skies.
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Top Performances by Divisions • • •
(Note: The following are top performances down through the years in each track division of the 
Interscholastic. State records are marked by astericks).
CLASS AA









Missoula vs. Great Falls, 7:30 p.m.
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Fast As Lightning!
Good, dependable electricity furnished by The Mon­
tana Power Company speeds 186,000 miles a second 
to do your bidding . . .  at the flip of a switch.
THE MONTANA POWER COMPANY
CLASS A (Since 1954)
100 Yard d a sh ............................................... 10.1 seconds
220 yard dasMs...................................*9 seconds\  • * ' —
440 yard dash ............................50.5 seconds
880 yard run ..................................2:02.0..........
Mile run .........................................4:45.5..........
120 yard high hurdles










.6 ft. 2 inches...........
21 ft. 4% inches......
.11 ft..........................
.47 ft. 3% inches....
.140 ft. 1% inches....
.190 ft. 3 inches......
.1 min. 33.5 seconds
.1955..................C. Carlson, Custer Co.
.1955.......... ..........C. Carlson, Custer Co.
.1958......................... D. Dotson, Sidney
.1957................  Micheals, Laurel
.1957..............................................Estello, Havre
1954......................... Cpnnpr; Cpster Co.
.1958..................... Jv'Long, Dawson Co.
.1958..................... J. Long, Dawson Co.
.1956.............................................. Wylie, Havre
.1954................... C. Carlson, Custer Co.
.1956...................................Battrick.'Bstte
.1957................. Schlauch, Dawson Co.
.1954.........................T. Carter, Park Co.
.1958.................... Clark, Custer Co.
.1958.............................................. Sidney
"PHOTO FINISHES" 
and PORTRAITS . . .
We do everything Photographic
CATLIN STUDIO
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CLASS B
100 Yard dash 
220 yard dash 
440 yard dash 
880 yard run . 
Mile run1' rf......
.............. 10.1 seconds
...... :........ 22.4 seconds .
.................51.5 seconds
r ...........
L „ . .........4:34.9 ............
120 yard high hurdles....................15.4 seconds..........
180 yard low hurdles..................... 20.4 seconds...........
Pole v au lt...................................12 ft. 2.5 inches 
Shot Put ....................................... 55 ft. % inches 
Javelin ......................... J v................ 197 ft. 5 inches.......
Discus .............................................. 153 ft.' { inch ..........
High jum p........................................6 ft. 3 inches..........
Broad jump .................................  21 ft. 2V2 inches —
880 re lay .......................................... 1 min. 33.1 seconds
.1956................................. Parker, Valier
.1956................................  Parker, Valier*
.1952........... Fv Smithy Fort Bentcm^ .
.1-9577-.......... .TDlsun, Aiiuuuiida Central jiq  S* ' K  Herr*.*** ~
.1958 ......................G. DeVries, Conrad




.1958...................... R. Frisbee; Cut Bank*
.1938................. R. Gustafson, Corvallis*
.1955..........................................P. Nelson, Libby
.1940......... S. Muchmore, Drummond
.4055.....................B. Kauppinen, Powell
.1958......................................... Wolf Point
You Are Always Welcome at the
WESTERN MONTANA  
NATIONAL BANK
MISSOULA, MONTANA
"Friendly, Personal Service Since 1889''
Use our two new Drive-In Windows protected from weather. 
24-hour envelope depository located in elevator lobby.
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THE OFFICIAL WATCH FOR TIMING
INTERSCHOLASTIC RACES!
W/j/rimwr
See Our Fine Display!
The official time-piece for 
over 100 national and 
international events
B & H JEWELRY
140 N. Higgins
CLASS C
TRADE WITH CONFIDENCE AT THE
INTERSTATE LUMBER CO.
SERVING WESTERN MONTANA 
Stressing Quality and Service Any Material in Any Quantity
General Office
506 Toole Ave. Call LI 2-2125 Missoula, Montana
Yards at: Anaconda, Hamilton, Stevensville, Butte, Helena, Twin Bridges,
Deer Lodge, Missoula, Whitehall
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100 Yard d a sh ............................... 10.0 seconds................................. 1957...Grasky, Sacred Heart, Miles City
"^90 yard dash ...............................22.2 seconds..................... ............1957.................................Weidner, Troy
/ 44O y a r d i d a s h : - , ...........50.4 seconds.................................1958...........  ................Weidner, Troy
* 880 y a K ^   - | § g | ...........................  ^956 Regis
Mile run .........................................4:48.1 ............................................ 1957..................................  Sand, Simms
120 yard high hurdles.................. 15.8 seconds ................................ 1957.................................Buck, Cascade
180 yd. low hurdles.......................20.5 seconds.................................1957.................................Buck, Cascade
Pole vau lt...................................... 11 ft. 8 inches ..............................1958......................Harmley, Three Forks
Shot Put ........................................ 50 ft. 7% inches ..........................1958......................... Paige, Twin Bridge
Javelin.............................................164 ft. 6% inches..........................1958................ ............... Morrison, Troy
Discus ........... ...... ......... ................. 140 ft. IV2 inches........................ 1956.............................. Wirtz, Corvallis
High jum p.......................................5 ft. 11 inches............................... 1958....................... Miller, Twin Bridges
Broad jump    ........ ;2T fk % inches...........................1956...Cracky, Sacred Heart, Miles City
880 re lay ........................................ 1 min. 36.5 seconds.....................1957........................................  Cascade
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To Dr. Joseph Whitney Howard, former long­
time chairman of Interscholastic, this program for 
the 53rd "Climax of the High School Year" is re­
spectfully dedicated. Dr. Howard will retire from 
the University faculty this spring after nearly 44 
years of continuous service to MSU.
The genial chemistry professor started in 1926 
as an  official at Interscholastic, when he was ap­
pointed publicity and program chairman. He con­
tinued in this post until 1941, when he was named 
co-chairman of the Interscholastic meet with Dr. 
J. P. Rowe.
He became Interscholastic general chairman 
in 1942, and continued through the 1954 meet. 
Since then he has served as consultant to the 
present chairman, Charles Hertler.
Dr. Howard joined the MSU faculty in 1915, 
after he received a  Ph.D. degree from the Univer­
sity of Illinois. Long active in the field of chemis­
try, he has written 27 papers in various journals 
and magazines on chemistry, and on his hobby, 
gem stones.
He and Mrs. Howard have two children, Rob­
ert and Leone, both graduates of MSU.
In Dedication...
